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Abstract

GraXML is the framework for manipulation and visualization of 3D

geometrical objects in space. The full framework consists of the GraXML

toolkit, libraries implementing Generic and Geometric Models and end-

user interactive front-ends. GraXML Toolkit provides a foundation for op-

erations on 3D objects (both detector elements and events). Each external

source of 3D data is automatically translated into Generic Model which is

then analyzed and translated into Geometric Model using GraXML mod-

ules. The construction of this Geometric Model is parametrised by several

parameters (optimization level, quality level, ...) so that it can be used in

applications with different requirements (graphical or not). Two visualiza-

tion applications are provided in the GraXML framework: GraXML Inter-

active Display and GraXML Converter into various 3D geometry formats.

Other applications can be easily developed.

Figure 1: GraXML

GRAPHICS

Requirements on Event/Detector Display

Requirements of Event/Detector Display correspond to
requirements on Geometric Modeler:

� Logical navigation in complex geometric structures,

� Geometrical navigation:

– Where am I ?

– Intersections (= picking, collision detection),

– Materials (= colors),

– Displacement and calibration (= interactivity).
�
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� Optimized geometry (millions of 3D objects).

The only additional Display functionality is the manipula-
tion of visual properties (transparency, shading,...).

3D Geometry Engine can be used as a Geometric Mod-
eler foundation if visual overhead can be removed - Java3D
is such Geometry Engine.

Graphical Domains

Graphics for HEP consists of two domains with different
requirements and strategies for visualization and optimiza-
tion:

Event Display contains Event related objects (Tracks,
Hits,...). They are usually represented by simple (Hits,...)
or unique (Tracks,...) geometrical objects. Special (2D)
projections are most suitable to display them.

Detector Display contains Detector elements (Cham-
bers, Detectors,...). They are usually represented by repli-
cated complex geometrical objects. Real 3D graphics with
shared representations is required for their display.

GraXML covers that split by modularization of object
models (both Generic and Geometric) and creating specific
models for each domain.

Geometric data are first processed in a specific way ac-
cording to their nature and optimal models are created from
them. Those models are then visualized by the graphical
program.

GraXML can display all data (Events as well as Detec-
tors), its main mission is 3D visualization.

GRAXML

GraXML Design is described on the Figure 2.

Capabilities

GraXML (in graphical mode) offers full functionality for
browsing and manipulating 3D data. All the standard User
Requirements functionality for 3D display is available:

� Standard 3D visual operations, like Rotation, Transla-
tion, Zooming, Scaling, Sheering and Skewing. Those
operations can be anisotropic, if it is applicable. All
those operations can be applied either to the whole
Scene (Global Operations) or to the selected (picked)
objects (Local Operations). Local operation allows,
for example, to move one object away from others.
Operations are available via Drag mouse action, us-
ing keyboard or through the menu. Go to operation is



Figure 2: GraXML Component Diagram.

also available, it moves observer close to the selected
object (or away from it).

� Changing of visual properties of an object. The color
of an object, its transparency properties and its poly-
gon status (solid - wireframe - vertexframe) can be
changed interactively. Operation can be applied ei-
ther to the selected (picked) objects or the the whole
SceneGraph.

� Both Parallel and Perspective projections.

� Cutting the 3D Scene from front and from back.

� Cutting the 3D Scene by movable plain.

� Selective switching of the objects on and off from the
hierarchical Tree Navigator. The switching works also
in the optimized mode, the result may be, however,
surprising due to hidden relations.

� Snapshot saving into the jpg file.

� Context sensitive help and Context sensitive informa-
tion of the Tree Navigator elements.

� Optimized or fully Interactive navigation. The Opti-
mized mode uses much smaller memory footprint and
is therefore useful for the larger 3D Scenes (more than
tens of thousands of simple objects). Interactive fea-
tures are limited in this mode.

� Quality level. Higher quality levels offer features like
better antialiasing or smoother objects, but requires
significantly more CPU and memory.

� Output to VRML [1] and X3D [2]. VRML output
can be also used as an input into a POV-Ray [3] Ray-
tracing format file, which can be then used to create
photographic-quality pictures (incl. reflections,...).

� Full Java scripting interface. Complete Java environ-
ment is available in a command-line scripting inter-
face.

Foundations

GraXML is build on top of several foundation packages:
Java3D [4] gives complete 3D geometry, with or with-
out graphics. HEP3D [5] (GraXML contribution to Free-
HEP [6]) contains Java3D primitive shapes (all Geant4 [7]
simple elements, Tracks, outlining elements, colors, etc.).
Java3DBool [8] allows boolean operations (union, in-
tersection, difference) on 3D elements. Colt [9] per-
forms efficient mathematics and primitive collections. Cy-
berVRML [10] handles Java3D export to VRML. Bean-
Shell [11] provides command line and scripting in Java.
JAXB [12] interprets Generic Model in natural Java ob-
jects.



Figure 3: Example of running GraXML Display.

User Guide

GraXML Display GUI (see Figure 3) provides following
functionality:

1. Shows About information as ToolTip.

2. Exits. Writes also Transformations selected in 21.

3. Goes Home. Resets the view into the standard one.

4. Saves Jpg picture.

5. Selects Perspective or Parallel Projection. Zooming
doesn’t have any effect in Parallel Projection, Scaling
(14) doesn’t have any effect in Perspective Projection.

6. Selects color of Background.

7. Selects Global or Local Operations (8). Global Op-
erations are applied to the whole pictures, Local Op-
erations are applied only to selected (Picked) objects.
Some Global Operations don’t have sense (Picking,
GoTo). Local Operations are only partially available
for Optimized SceneGraph.

8. Selects Operations connected with Picking. Opera-
tions connected with mouse buttons are described in
the context sensitive help (17).

� Picking: Just picks objects and reports their in-
formation in 18.

� Transform: Performs standard transformation
operations.

� Transparency: Changes transparency status of
objects.

� Polygon: Changes polygon (Solid-Wireframe-
Points) status of objects.

� GoTo: Changes view so that selected objects is
well visible.

9. Translates along any axes.

10. Rotates along any axes.

11. Scales along any axes or zooms in/out (magnifying
glass buttons). Scaling deforms objects.

12. Defines value of one step performed by operations in
9-10-11.

13. Changes color or transparency status of selected ob-
jects.

14. Scales whole scene. It is much faster then zooming,
but it doesn’t have any effect in Perspective Projec-
tion.

15. Cuts the scene from front.

16. Cuts the scene from back.



17. Gives context sensitive help for actual actions defined
for all buttons.

18. Exposes Java scripting interface and gives feedback
(for example about picked objects). While full access
to running Java environment is available, only non-
graphical operations are documented and supported
(mostly writing and reading files and setting of op-
tions).

19. Switches Envelope (Axis) on/off.

20. Switches interactive Clipper on/off.

21. Allows for selecting three predefined Transforma-
tions (views). Left button selects current Transfor-
mation, right button applies the selected Transforma-
tion. Selected Transformations are written into file
when GraXML is ended via the Exit button (2). This
file (which exists per-directory) is read back when
GraXML is started next time.

22. Allows for interactive Showing/Hiding of elements
or elements groups. In the case of an Optimized
SceneGraph, the effect may be sometimes surpris-
ing for a user as elements are linked together (some
are just reference to others) and are shown/hidden in
groups. Object’ description reflects its graphical sta-
tus (bold - visible, normal partly visible, italic - invis-
ible). ToolTip gives more details about object’ prop-
erties.

SOURCES

Generic Model

XML Schema is used to create JAXB Generic object
Model, which is then instantiated from XML files.

JAXB model is more natural (and faster) then
DOM/SAX models as it maps all XML elements to classes
with corresponding structure (in DOM, all XML elements
are mapped into one class).

GDML [13] (Geometry Description Markup Lan-
guage) files are supported at the level of version 1.1.0.

Geant4 geometry can be exported to GDML using
VGM [14] (Virtual Geometry Modeler) or VMC [15] (Vir-
tual Monte Carlo). Root geometry can be exported using
VMC.

AGDD [16] (Atlas Generic Detector Description) files
are supported at the level of version 7+, i.e. including math-
ematical formulas, all Geant4 simple solids and connection
to SQL database of primitive numbers.

AGDD is frozen.
Jive (Atlantis [17] Event Display) files are supported at

the prototype level.
Jive files Schema has been partially re-constructed and

implemented.
HEPRep[18] files are not yet supported.

Geometric Model

Geometric Model is created from Generic Model follow-
ing several options:

� Graphical or not (i.e. with or without graphical over-
head).

� Level of optimization

� Level of quality.

� Level of interactivity.

� Choice of representations.
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